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GREAT AMERICAN TITLE IS RANKED NUMBER TWO IN 2008 RANKING ARIZONA
(PHOENIX) March 6, 2008—Great American Title Agency (GAT) is proud to announce that it achieved
a number two ranking in the “Best Title Company” category of the 2008 Ranking Arizona opinion poll.
“This ranking is especially meaningful to us this year,” said Bruce Beverly, CEO. “Our ability to handle
an increasing volume of transactions while still maintaining our high customer service standards is
reflected in this improved position. It is rewarding to know that our customers ranked our performance
higher than the majority of our competition, several of whom have a national presence.”
This is an advancement of four positions from the company’s sixth place in last year’s rankings. This is
GAT’s second year participating in the Ranking Arizona opinion poll.
“We are very thankful to our customers who supported us this year and who have helped us achieve this
recognition,” said Beverly. “We are especially grateful to our dedicated staff who went that extra mile to
enable us to keep our commitment to excellence and who provided service second to none.”
Ranking Arizona is Arizona’s largest opinion poll. Categories are selected by the staff of Arizona
Business Magazine, and the general public votes throughout the year for its favorites in a variety of
industries.
###

Great American Title Agency, Inc. is a full-service title and escrow agency founded in 1998. With over 80 employees to date,
GAT is a growing company committed to providing superior service in the state of Arizona. Ranking 53rd on the Inc. 500 list,
along with other prestigious awards, GAT strives to provide an experience that demonstrates that it is “big enough to know, but
small enough to care.” For more information on GAT and the services it provides, please visit www.azgat.com, or call us at
(602) 445-5525.

